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**NEWSLETTER**

**CORRECTION**

In n5 of “Cromek’s Lost Letter about Blake’s Grave Designs” (Blake 27 [1993]: 160) G. E. Bentley, Jr. directs readers to my article “‘S’ Joshua and His Gang’: William Blake and the Royal Academy,” Huntington Library Quarterly 52 (1989): 75-95. However, in that article I hardly mentioned Cromek at all. What Bentley really meant was my article “Canterbury Revisited: The Blake-Cromek Controversy” (Blake 23 [1988/89]: 80-92). (Aileen Ward)

**ROMANTICISM**

“Romanticism is the new journal of Romantic culture and criticism. . . . Romanticism offers a much-needed forum for the flourishing diversity of Romantic studies today. Focusing on the period 1750-1850, the journal publishes critical, historical, textual and bibliographic essays and notes prepared to the highest scholarly standards reflecting the full range of current methodological and theoretical debate. Literary studies of all kinds are represented [as well as] interdisciplinary and comparative approaches to Romantic culture.” A John Keats bicentenary issue is planned for 1995.
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**BLAKE ONLINE**

Blake Online is an electronic conference dedicated to the life and work of William Blake. Topics may include anything of interest to Blakeans, including: commentary and criticism; contemporary influences; announcements of events & publications of interest to Blakeans; pointers to other Blake resources, both online and book-bound; efforts to digitize and “re-illuminate” Blake’s work; the Printing house in Hell & other memorable fancies.
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